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Suffering Redeemed:
A Reformed Argument Against Physician Assisted
Suicide and Euthanasia
by Steven D. Aguzzi

Introduction to the Debate
and Basic Argument
The nature of the debate between those who support and
those who reject euthanasia and physician assisted
suicide is complex at almost every level, and thus care
must be given to define terms adequately and make
proper distinctions among end-of-life circumstances. For
the purposes of this essay, physician assisted suicide1
(PAS) will be defined as that moment when “a doctor,
acting on a patient’s request, provides that person with
the means to end his or her life, often to relieve the
person’s pain and suffering. The physician provides the
means, but the final act is the patient’s.2 Euthanasia, 3 a
more difficult term to define because it takes many
forms, may be divided into the following: voluntary
euthanasia occurs when a non-coerced, competent, and
informed patient asks another individual to end his or her
life; involuntary euthanasia involves the killing of a
competent and informed individual against his or her will
and request; nonvoluntary euthanasia happens when a
person without proper mental faculties is killed; passive
euthanasia is the process of withdrawing or withholding
the treatment of a patient with the result being death—
this is contrasted with the direct ending of life in active
euthanasia.4 In this essay, the term at the heart of the
debate, euthanasia, will refer to voluntary, active
euthanasia only—involuntary and nonvoluntary forms
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will simply be considered murder and not be treated in
the text, and passive euthanasia will not be considered
killing, but “allowing to die.”5 Because both PAS and
euthanasia as defined above involve a voluntary,
informed, competent decision for actively ending the life
of a patient with that patient’s consent and full
cooperation, the only distinction concerns who it is that
directly participates in the ending of life: the physician at
the patient’s request, or the patient himself.
Since this essay will argue on the basis of a Reformed
theological approach against engaging in the act of PAS
and euthanasia, a certain theological distinction must be
made. I want to make a distinction between the term
suffering 6 as a general category of description in terms
of quality of life, and what I would call suffering unto
death, which I define as suffering the knowledge and
completion of an approaching death without exercising
the freedom to prematurely and actively end it by means
of self-inflicted acts or acts deliberately authorized for
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completion by another. Suffering, though natural, must
be alleviated, whereas suffering unto death, by its very
definition, is a different kind of suffering altogether.7
Consistent with this logic, I would advocate, when
possible, the utilization of an advance health care
directive so when situations arise whereby a person
becomes incapable of making such end-of-life decisions,
he or she would vow suffering unto death prior to the
terminal medical reality.
Certainly, part of the oath taken by contemporary
medical doctors involves the prescription of drugs for the
alleviation of suffering,8 and from a theological
perspective it would be difficult to argue against the use
of modern medicine (specifically narcotic drugs) to
alleviate physical pain, considering a very large portion
of the Gospel narratives involve Jesus’ ministry of
healing to those going through such physical suffering.9
Though this is the case, a distinction remains: whereas
Jesus worked to alleviate suffering, there was a kind of
suffering which he modeled as a way of approaching
death for those who were to follow him; this involves a
lifestyle consistent with the surrendering of one’s death
to the will of God for the sake of a higher purpose. Put in
the simplest terms, whereas vitalism views “…human
physical life [as] an ‘incommensurate good,’ that is,
without any exception of benefit outweighing any
burden…,”10 I propose that proponents of PAS and
euthanasia view the alleviation of suffering in much the
same way, precisely because no distinction is made
between suffering and suffering unto death. Alleviation
of suffering, though tragic, becomes the highest and
greatest calling, towering above the Hippocratic
responsibility to do no harm, and the more modern
secular and theological arguments based on palliative
care and adequate options concerning hospice for those
in terminal situations.
I argue in this essay, following the past declarations of
the Roman Catholic Church, that the current
Presbyterian Church (USA) stance against the practice
of PAS and euthanasia (as described above) could use
the concepts of suffering unto death and the historical
act of Jesus Christ’s redemptive act in his passion, death,
and resurrection as resources to give a greater
theological underpinning for the foundational argument
previously made against pursuit of these end-of-life
practices. For the purpose of this essay, I do not seek to
argue against the legalization of these practices in the
civil sense, though the argument would lean in such
directions. The primary trajectory of the essay involves
answering why a devout member of the Presbyterian
Church (USA)—or other Reformed Christians—would
be compelled not to engage in euthanasia or PAS for him
or herself, if such options were legal, but instead seek
alternatives such as palliative care and/or hospice.
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Modern Arguments Against Euthanasia and
PAS: Secular and Roman Catholic
Contemporary arguments against PAS and euthanasia
typically revolve around a handful of logical debates.
Some arguments against euthanasia and PAS do not
require a specifically theological worldview in order to
apply, and advocates of such typically make appeal to
reason in support of their case. For example, the
“slippery slope” argument states that “…euthanasia
could be seen as the first step toward adopting Nazi-style
policies of killing the old, weak, and socially
disfavored.”11 Advocates of such a contention see PAS
as the first step toward a broader and even more
dangerous line of action and consider it “…naïve to think
that one can support the legalization of PAS and not also
support the legalization of voluntary and some kinds of
nonvoluntary euthanasia.”12 Though at first glance such
theories may seem irrational and associated with
conspiracy movements, recent research has suggested
that nonvoluntary euthanasia occurs more frequently than
once thought.13 Other reasons that compel experts in the
field of medical ethics to reject euthanasia and PAS are
the possibility of an incorrect diagnosis, the likelihood
that the vulnerable and elderly may feel pressured to
commit euthanasia against their will or feel coerced
because they view themselves as burdens, the effect it
will have on patient/physician relationships, and the fact
that PAS goes against the traditional understanding of
the Hippocratic oath to “…benefit [the] patients and to
do no harm….”14
Roman Catholic theologians share the above concerns as
they refer to the application of PAS and euthanasia, but
have additional theological justifications for rejecting the
practice. Centuries of religious experience, biblical
interpretation, and theological heritage have formulated
the foundation for the Catholic Church’s view, utilizing
resources as diverse as the straightforward rejection of
the practice by Augustine15 to the Thomistic, and virtuebased ethics applied by modern scholars such as Lisa
Sowle Cahill to the promotion of community-based
alternatives to euthanasia. According to Aaron Mackler,
“appeals to human reason and experience are frequent in
classical and contemporary Roman Catholic ethics. Such
appeals commonly are presented in terms of natural law.
Such approaches attend to patterns of meaning found in
creation and center on a normative model of human
nature or the human person.”16 This normative element
helps to explain why the majority of the Catholic
Church’s recent statements on active euthanasia and PAS
have been blatantly clear in their language concerning
the practice’s denial of the natural instinct to pursue life
over death:
It is necessary to state firmly once more that nothing
and no one can in any way permit the killing of an
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innocent human being…one suffering from an
incurable disease, or a person who is dying.
Furthermore, no one is permitted to ask for this act of
killing either for himself or herself or for another
person entrusted to his or her care, nor can he or she
consent to it, either explicitly or implicitly. Nor can
any authority legitimately recommend or permit such
an action. For it is a question of the violation of
divine law, an offense against the dignity of the
human person, a crime against life, an attack on
humanity.17
The first reason given for the prohibition against
euthanasia is that it constitutes a violation of divine law.
The text in the Decalogue, “Thou shall not kill,” appears
to be the central command in decision-making for the
Catholic Church in reference to abortion and euthanasia,
whereas the application of the principle of double effect
would render other forms of ending a person’s life not
coequal with “killing.” An example of this would be the
indirect ending of life for a purpose other than the ending
of life itself—a purpose which would be proportionately
greater than the damage caused. The assumption here is
that the proper authority for delegating time of death is
God, and thus withdrawing life-sustaining treatment or
withholding it is a passive way of allowing this to come
to fruition and, in a sense, not interfering with God’s
plan. Direct euthanasia and PAS, on the other hand,
interferes with the process of dying by making a
conscious effort to kill the patient, thus circumventing
God’s role in the process.18 According to James F.
Keenan, “behind the Catholic belief in the Lordship of
God and the natural law prohibition against direct killing
of the innocent is the acknowledgement that there are
some limits to the control of our destinies. Non-Catholics
have for centuries shared that insight.”19 Though there
were and are Catholic theologians who have “…argued
that suicide cannot be absolutely ruled out based on
claims regarding God’s wishes…,”20 among them St.
Thomas More, the large part of Christian history has
shown resistance and prohibition of the practice. This is
evident when one examines the early Catholic Church’s
uneasiness concerning an overly eager thirst for
martyrdom, and the early theologians’ distinction
between passively accepting martyrdom and “…suicide
undertaken for nonreligious motives [i.e., relieving the
burden of pain from oneself as one is approaching
death].”21
Beyond the reasons mentioned above, namely the
violation of divine law and the view that PAS and
euthanasia are an attack against life and humanity
because they violate the “will to live” which is naturally
imbedded in human persons by virtue of the fact of the
imago Dei, the prohibition against euthanasia and PAS
in Catholic moral teaching is intimately tied to the death
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of Jesus Christ and the sharing by the suffering
individual and his or her community of caretakers in this
sacred model of dying.22 Pope John Paul II has addressed
some of the societal factors which have given rise to the
acceptance of euthanasia and PAS in his March 25, 1995
encyclical Evangelium Vitae. He states that “when the
prevailing tendency is to value life only to the extent that
it brings pleasure and well-being, suffering seems like an
unbearable setback, something from which one must be
freed at all costs.”23 This statement reveals one of the
primary assumptions of the many who support
euthanasia, that is, that the alleviation of suffering
justifies the killing of oneself or killing on behalf of
another. Ironically, those who propose such steps would
be unwilling to go so far as to make licit the voluntary
killing of depressed individuals or young persons living
within the scope of unbearable suffering due to urban
decay.24 We must ask what it is that makes the
circumstances of terminally ill patients different from an
individual who bears the immense burden of suffering on
a daily basis, due to severe sociological, political,
economic, or psychological stress.25 Certainly one
significant distinction is that the individual knows they
are going to die—although one could argue the same
concerning persons living in certain urban situations—
but do such practices expose a desire in the United States
and in the Netherlands to rid society of burdensome
dying individuals26 or simply embrace an attitude toward
death which makes the experience of it quick and almost
non-existent? Herbert Hendin, MD is convinced that
openness to PAS and euthanasia in America and the
Netherlands is anything but coincidental and discloses
latent tendencies within each society to see euthanasia
primarily “…as a response to being freed of religious
restrictions….”27
Before returning to the concept of redemptive suffering,
we should mention another foundational justification
associated with those who support euthanasia and PAS–
the notion of private autonomy. This too is mentioned in
detail by Pope John Paul II: “…when he denies or
neglects his fundamental relationship with God, man
thinks he is his own rule and measure, with the right to
demand that society should guarantee him the ways and
means of deciding what to do with his life in full and
complete autonomy.” Again, it is interesting to note that
the countries which emphasize promotion of the
legalization of PAS are also the countries that stress
autonomy to the absolute neglect of communality. One
need only look at the view of terminally ill patients to see
that a perception of being “a burden” is directly tied to a
stigmatization of reliance on others. In support of this
autonomy, Cauthen holds that “…this ultimate decision
[of euthanasia] should be given to the only person who is
doing the actual experiencing of a life that has become
intolerable and without hope of effective remedy…,” and
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not the decision of the government or even society in
general.28 It remains a mystery as to why this would not
apply to individuals who are going through various kinds
of suffering and have little hope of adequate remedy but
are not terminally ill, yet Cauthen’s opinion brings up a
valuable point. The Church must give valid reasons why
PAS and euthanasia are illicit, and these reasons must
have theological profundity—they must be compelling
and convincing and correlate to faith. The burden of
proof has shifted to the Church and the typical answers
associated with the idea that God has handed down the
verdict of “no” for all forms of killing is both
indefensible based on history (due to just war theories,
various exceptions to causing the death of individuals,
the rare instances of permissible suicide in the context of
martyrdom, application of the principle of double effect,
etc…) and too simplistic in the context of contemporary
medical advancement. Those who promote the
legalization of PAS use the fear of the continuation of
“the Kevorkian spectacle,” and paint pictures whereby
“what could and should otherwise be a dignified choice
and ending to a life takes place in a van or room,
secretly, and the only things revealed about that choice
and death are what the physician and/ or family chooses
to reveal.”29 On the contrary, the concepts which should
truly be feared in today’s culture are not secret, behind
the scenes events that pit doctors against their own
consciences for the sake of performing illegal PAS, but
doctors who would rather risk their freedom and careers
over the legalization of euthanasia than to do so for the
reform and perfection of palliative care. As modern
Catholic wisdom suggests, “…the killing of a human is
never a means of caring; nor can it be compared to
putting an animal out of its misery. The true form of
compassion and care of the dying is found within the
auspices of palliative care.”30
The final topic breached by John Paul II in his encyclical
is the one I advocate as the most plausible reason for
arguing against euthanasia—one that is uniquely
Christian and informative for the believer who is about
to choose between embarking on the painful and difficult
decision to suffer unto death31 or to choose, based on
other admittedly tempting rationalizations, euthanasia or
PAS. Since one third of the world’s population is
Christian of some variety, giving sufficient rationale for
rejecting euthanasia and embracing suffering unto death
is imperative and deeply related to the traditional view of
the redeeming nature of the suffering of Jesus.
Dowbiggin mentions that the history of thought on the
topic of suffering unto death reveals the worldview of the
Middle Ages, both Protestant and Catholic, that “in the
midst of the elaborate and deeply emotional drama
surrounding death, the physician was forbidden to do
anything that might detract from the spiritual journey the
patient was undertaking. Any medical hastening of the
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dying process was strictly prohibited.”32 Such practices
formed the foundation for care of the sick until the late
19th century when secularization and the convenience of
therapeutic medication sparked an interest in mercykilling.33 The modern Catholic Church, not without its
dissenters34 often utilizes the language of meaningful
suffering in approaching the topic of euthanasia. Pope
John Paul II stated that
…the so-called “culture of well-being” often involves
an inability to see life’s meaning in the situations of
suffering and debilitation that accompany human
beings as they approach death. This inability is all the
worse when it occurs in humanism closed to the
transcendent, and is often expressed as a loss of trust
in the value of the human person and life.35
Such language grinds against the typical cultural stature
which views suffering as a sovereign entity which must
be vanquished by the power of technology, even if this
means the death of a patient. If read closely, it becomes
obvious that the Pope’s statement above is not an
endorsement of suffering in itself, but instead a trust and
reliance on God that the suffering at hand is permeated
with life, even at the moment of dying. It is difficult for
some contemporary ethicists in the field of theology to
see merit in this view, precisely because of the pervasive
attitudes discussed above, namely the alleviation of
suffering at all costs, the stress on autonomy in Western
culture, and the demand for rights associated with one’s
own body combined with the stigmatization of being a
burden to others.
Paul Badham of the University of Wales sees almost no
redeeming quality in the process of suffering and states
that the argument of those who view suffering as
redemptive is open to two serious objections. First
“…that the theory does not correspond with human
experience, since there is a great deal of evidence to
show that suffering however bravely borne is rarely
ennobling.”36 Though it becomes obvious that suffering
while dying is an aspect of the horrible consequences of
the break-down of the human body and alleviation of
physical, emotional, and psychological pain is crucial to
the well-being of the patient, Badham’s argument falls
apart upon his use of the term “ennobling.” The
assumption, of course, is that death is meant to be an
ennobling process indicative of a “high and exalted
character.” The very notion of nobility in the Christian
Gospel is associated with Jesus’ reinterpretation of the
idea of blessedness in the Sermon on the Mount
(“Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven”—Matthew 5:3). The noble believer is one
who submits all he has and is to the will of God,
humbling himself before the sovereign Creator.
Badham’s second contention with those who argue
against euthanasia is that they are willing to allow a
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person to suffer by dying naturally, but not to suffer by
going without pain medication. He states that “almost
everyone concerned with the dying accepts the duty and
responsibility to do everything in one’s power to
minimize the discomfort of the terminally ill.”37 It would
be sadistic to advocate the pain and suffering of a dying
individual and the withholding of pain medicine if such
resources are available, but if the phrase “…everything
in one’s power to minimize discomfort…” means killing
the patient, then a serious problem exists. As mentioned
earlier, this attitude is no different from advocating doing
“everything in one’s power” to keep a patient alive if
they have no reasonable chance to live. Vitalism and
active euthanasia are opposite sides of the same coin.
Furthermore, Badham does not see the distinction
between suffering pain associated with illness and
suffering unto death, which may not include physical
pain but must include surrendering one’s life and death to
the will of God without direct and intentional
interference.38
In accordance with Catholic tradition through the ages,
John Paul II stated that “…the certainty of future
immortality and hope in the promised resurrection cast
new light on the mystery of suffering and death, and fill
the believer with an extraordinary capacity to trust fully
in the plan of God.”39 It is precisely in the fact that
suffering and death are mysteries that the circumventing
of the body and mind’s natural response to illness and
old age becomes questionable.
In addition to the pursuit of autonomy, the modern
Western mind is obsessed with knowing all things in
advance in order to control the object of knowledge— a
holdover from the Enlightenment and German Idealistic
philosophy. Under this worldview, death and suffering
becomes the pervasive enemy that is as elusive as sand
running through a person’s fingers. As the Jewish
philosopher and theologian Franz Rosenzweig put it,
“All cognition of the All originates in death, in the fear
of death. [Western] philosophy takes it upon itself to
throw off the fear of things earthly to rob death of its
poisonous sting, and Hades of its pestilential breath.”40 Is
euthanasia simply an extension of a philosophical system
that is determined to rob death and suffering of its
mystery? Must human beings control every aspect of life,
along with its disappointments, unexpected shocks, and
pains? One need only examine the quantity of
prescription pain medications and psychotropic drugs
consumed in the United States41 to see that alleviation of
not only pain, but all feeling, is connected deeply with
our humanistic desire to avoid death altogether.
As mentioned above, one of the primary reasons the
Catholic Church has officially prohibited “mercy killing”
is because of the biblical desire for individuals to suffer
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unto death and in such a way follow in the footsteps of
Jesus in terms of his passion and death. The 1980
Declaration on Euthanasia states that “according to
Christian teaching…suffering, especially suffering
during the last moments of life, has a special place in
God’s saving plan; it is in fact a sharing in Christ’s
passion and a union with the redeeming sacrifice which
He offered in obedience to the Father’s will.”42 Though
there are distinctions between the notion of redemptive
suffering among Catholics and Protestants, the statement
above illustrates that the suffering which takes place near
death has been regarded as a mediating experience
between the individual who is dying and the God in
whom they place their trust, Jesus Christ.

The Current Presbyterian Church (USA)
Stance On Euthanasia and PAS
Since the primary purpose of this essay is to shed light on
contemporary arguments against euthanasia and PAS as
they are utilized by the Presbyterian Church (USA), and
illustrate why an argument based upon suffering unto
death is consistent with the Reformed tradition, it is
important to examine the current official stance of the
Church. The most current definitive statement on PAS
and euthanasia associated with the PC(USA) was drafted
in 1981 by the Advisory Committee on Social Witness
Policy (ACSWP) and was entitled “The Nature and
Value of Human Life.”43 Though the document reflects a
definitive stance against euthanasia, its reasoning for
doing so is consistent with a deontological ethical
framework and the text is ambiguous in sections, opening
the door for euthanasia and PAS in certain extreme
circumstances, thus revealing a proportionalist
understanding of the debate. For example, the text reads:
“Active euthanasia” is a question that arises in
situations of medical extremity where it is thought
that an individual is beyond the reach of medical
care. Some have at least posed the question of
whether the most humane treatment might be to
terminate life. However, the dominant value of
respect for human life and its accompanying
obligations to do no harm and to protect from harm
established a clean prejudice against such direct
taking of life.44
This text clearly states that the PCUSA argues for a
prejudice against direct euthanasia on the basis of “the
dominant value of respect for human life” and its
connection to traditional Hippocratic duties. Again, the
Church bases its decision primarily on the sixth
commandment as rendered in Exodus 20:13, “Thou shall
not kill,”45 and thus we see the influence of Kant’s
deontological, duty-based ethical system on the
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Reformed understanding of killing. Jesus’ suffering as a
model for Christians is utilized far less than the universal
law explicitly expressed in Scripture. Additionally, the
document states that “not all killing is prohibited, but
rather killing that is incapable of justification. The
Reformed tradition has tended to acknowledge the
possibility of justifiable killing whenever there is a
conflict among obligations which, taken alone and
abstractly, are equally consistent with the guiding value
of respect for life.”46 The text frames the question in
terms of two conflicting obligations, i.e., the obligation
not to cause harm by killing, and the obligation to
maintain relational quality in the midst of extreme pain
and suffering. The first several sections of the document
describe relational activity as the primary standard for
defining life. This culminates not in a normative
statement against euthanasia—as implied by the term
“gravely evil” used in the Catholic Church’s description
cited above—but in a statement emphasizing even
further the ambiguities of the PCUSA’s stance. It is
stated that
because human beings are finite creatures, we know
that there are definite limits to the amount of pain
which anyone can bear without having the relational
quality of their life completely consumed by the
relentless battle with pain…[in this case]…the
harms…[i.e., to do no harm and protect from
harm]…also would appear to be proportionate to
one another since uninterrupted, intense pain can
probably destroy the ability to enjoy relationships as
fully as can physical death.47
The problems that I perceive as obvious with this
statement are twofold. First, the proportionalist stance of
pitting the impairment of the enjoyment of relationships
concerning an individual who is dying in pain against the
direct killing of such a patient opens up an opportunity
for the suicide or physician guided death of anyone who
has hindrances to proper relational activity. As
mentioned before, this could include the mentally ill and
the physically disabled, in addition to the terminally ill.
Second, as mentioned in Kaldjian’s resistance to Cahill’s
defense of precisely the same argument, “the biblical
witness does not describe any point at which a human
life becomes deprived of sanctity because of disease or
disability, nor does it suggest that the value of human life
depends on an ability to perform behaviors deemed
necessary for human relationships.”48 I believe it is
dangerous to assume that relational integrity is the
primary standard upon which the sanctity of life is
decided. This proportionalist underpinning is contrary to
the biblical witness specifically, and the Reformed
tradition in general. It is also dangerous, on the one hand
to advocate “consultative decision-making”49 with
doctors and others who may recommend euthanasia, and
on the other hand state that “active euthanasia is
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extremely difficult to defend morally.”50 Such ambiguity
may explain why the most recent survey available
suggests that “most members (51%) and specialized
clergy (55%) [of the PCUSA]…believe that law should
allow doctors to comply with the wishes of a dying
patient in severe distress who asks to have his or her
life ended.”51

The Redeemed Nature Of Suffering and the
Reintegration Of Discipleship and Witness In
the Reformed Tradition
Curiously absent from “The Nature and Value of Human
Life” is any suggestion of the central Christian notion
that suffering unto death is a participation in the
suffering which Jesus experienced and redeemed on the
cross atop Mt. Calvary. A brief statement on euthanasia
from
Presbyterians
Pro-Life
illustrates
the
organization’s acknowledgment that “Scripture teaches
that affliction often produces spiritual growth and
holiness [and] such spiritual fruit is far more valuable in
God’s eternal economy than those commodities so
frequently mentioned by proponents of ‘quality of life’
ethics such as self-determination and autonomy.”52 Aside
from this statement, such language is avoided in official
and non-official Presbyterian discussions on the topic. I
argue that suffering unto death was viewed as a
participation in the redemption of humanity won by
Christ, and this may be proven by examining the
Reformed tradition’s three greatest representatives since
the Reformation: Scripture itself, John Calvin, the
founder of the Reformed tradition, and Karl Barth, the
most prolific Reformed theologian of the past century.
These three sources teach rather explicitly that (1)
suffering unto death, for the Christian, is a participation
in the death of Jesus, which redeemed the world,
therefore intentionally hastening death is an interruption
of one’s conformity to Christ, (2) suffering, though itself
evil, is used by God to produce spiritual fruit in the
believer who suffers, and (3) conformity to Christ in all
aspects, is a matter of Christian obedience, up through
death.
The Pauline epistles are perhaps the most influential part
of the Scriptures for the Reformed tradition because of
their stress on sola fide, sola gratia, and sola Christus.
Paul states
…whatever things were gain to me, those things I
have counted loss for the sake of Christ. Moreover, I
count all things to be loss in view of the allsurpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord,
for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and
count them but dung so that I may gain Christ, and
may be found in Him, not having a righteousness of
my own derived from the Law, but that which is
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through faith in Christ, the righteousness which
comes from God on the basis of faith, that I may
know Him and the power of His resurrection and the
fellowship of His sufferings, being conformed to His
death; in order that I may attain to the resurrection
from the dead (Philippians 3:7-11).
Here, according to Paul, the all-surpassing value of life
is not human relationship but relatedness to Jesus, of
which suffering unto death is a prerequisite. Christ’s
suffering, death, and resurrection are viewed as the
primary mediative means by which humanity is
redeemed, yet the disciple does not achieve resurrection
without first being “conformed” to the death of Jesus
Christ. The question then becomes, what kind of death
did Jesus model for his disciples?
One need look no further than the Gospels to see that
Jesus’ ministry involved total and free surrender and
obedience to the will of God, through the moment of
death. Jesus allowed the Father to choose the way in
which Jesus would die.53 Jesus went so far as to refuse
first century pain-killers, exemplifying his desire to
approach and experience suffering unto death in order to
glorify God.54 As mentioned previously, suffering unto
death need not be equal to an experience of physical
pain, since part of Jesus’ ministry was to alleviate the
suffering of people, but the alleviation of pain was not
pursued at any cost. Unlike the Catholic view of
redemptive suffering whereby the suffering of an
individual is a participation in Jesus’ passion in order to
redeem the self or another,55 a more consistently
Reformed way of looking at it is as a participation in the
suffering of Jesus which has already redeemed all of
humanity.56 The world is redeemed but the disciple must
attach to the death which Jesus modeled as a witness to
the “seal” of redemption—as a witness to the fact that
one day, the world will be made whole, even beyond
death.57 Thus, even the suffering experienced by a dying
person has been redeemed by Christ, but Christ calls the
believer to experience it by faith, knowing that it too will
be renewed in the eschaton. This participation in the
suffering of Jesus is not a kind of sadistic gesture, but
exemplifies the very essence of Christian existence—to
know Christ in his death, is somehow to attain to the
resurrection. For a terminally ill patient who is
experiencing suffering, palliative care and/or hospice
would give that individual a communal relief, care, and
love, without taking away the opportunity to follow Jesus
in the most profound act of Christian obedience.
Earlier I mentioned that in our contemporary situation,
Presbyterians, and indeed all Christians, would need
reasons beyond the typical deontological arguments for
not engaging in euthanasia or PAS. The Scriptural
argument above makes a good case for why an individual
Presbyterians for Faith, Family and Ministry

believer would want to die a “natural death in Christ,”
yet such an argument is not limited to the Biblical
witness. Strict Calvinism’s “…self-righteous intensity in
its dedication to work, its discouragement of pleasure,
and its belief that the endurance of suffering was
redemptive”58 is one reason the Netherlands have been
so open to the legalization of euthanasia, as a secular
reaction to its religious roots. This “discouragement of
pleasure” is certainly not indicative of the Reformed
tradition in its entirety, but nevertheless it is worth noting
that John Calvin in his sermon “On Suffering
Persecution,” asked
Are we so delicate as to be unwilling to endure
anything? Then we must renounce the grace of God
by which He has called us to the hope of salvation.
For there are two things which cannot be separated—
to be members of Christ, and to be tried by many
afflictions. We certainly ought to prize such a
conformity to the Son of God much more than we do.
It is true that in the world’s judgment there is
disgrace in suffering for the Gospel. But since we
know that unbelievers are blind, ought we not have
better eyes than they?59
Calvin’s connection between affliction and membership
in the Body of Christ alludes to the same conformity
articulated by St. Paul in his Letter to the Philippians.
For Calvin, faith in Christ was most tested upon life’s
greatest calamities, not excluding disease and terminal
illness. Three kinds of spiritual fruit accompanied
connecting oneself to the redeemed suffering of Christ
according to Calvin: trust in God’s power, hope for the
future, and physical and spiritual healing both before and
after death. According to Calvin, it is not the hastening
of death that brings healing, but God, who “…confronts
us and subjects and restrains our unrestrained flesh with
the remedy of the cross.”60 Though one could argue that
an application of Calvin’s theology to contemporary
health care ethics is both anachronistic and insensitive to
the needs of those in pain, supporters of euthanasia
appear quick to utilize sources older than the sixteenth
century to support their own agenda of killing. The
writings of John Calvin are so central to the Reformed
mind that to ignore his views on redeemed suffering
would be to divorce oneself from the greater portion of
the tradition in favor of a proportionalism unheard of in
Presbyterianism until the Enlightenment; a system
ignorant of the Church’s majority teaching on the subject
of euthanasia for the breadth of its continual history.61
If the biblical witness and the writings of John Calvin
teach the Christian disciple of the value in conforming to
Christ’s cross and death, Karl Barth’s writings teach that
following Christ in conformity is in reality a way of life
and a witness to the Gospel, as opposed to a macabre
insistence on suffering, as it is often portrayed. Through
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the despair and agony of life’s final moments, God’s
command, “Thou may live,”62 resounds in the mind and
heart of those flirting with ending their own lives. “The
suicidal person hears this command as a light piercing
the darkness, not as a command that she must live but as
the good news that she is permitted, enabled, to live by
God’s grace.”63
Barth’s conception of life in the world was inextricably
interwoven with his concept of the disciple’s duty as a
witness to Christ in full conformity with His suffering,
death, and will. This conformity to Christ, even unto
death, is a cause for hope and not despair:
What the man who hopes as a Christian expects is not
twilight. It is not light and also shadow, good and
also evil, salvation and also destruction. It is
unequivocally and uninterruptedly light and good
and salvation. For the One whom he sees before him
is unequivocally and uninterruptedly God, the living
God in his grace and righteousness and mercy and
glory, the God towards whom he can go, not with a
mixture of confidence and suspicion, but only with
confidence.64
Suffering unto death is the calling of all Christ’s
disciples, because such suffering is a sign of faith in the
God who is good and chose to forsake the eternal Son,
thus embracing the world.65 Suffering alongside those
who are experiencing tremendous pain and discomfort is
likewise a sharing in the mystical event that is Christ’s
work of redemption piercing into the life of the dying,
guiding them into hope and eternal life. For those who
are terminally ill, the Church becomes both the sign and
sacrament of Christ and His cross and fulfills its earthly
destiny as hope for the hopeless. Euthanasia and
Physician Assisted Suicide (PAS) are wrong not only
because they disrespect the normativity of the sixth
commandment, but also because they directly and
intentionally deny a dying patient an experience with the
redeeming cross of Jesus, which has redeemed every
aspect of life and death.
In sum, in this essay I have sought to outline the
distinctions and complications in the contemporary
language of moral theology that is associated with the
debate concerning Physician Assisted Suicide and
euthanasia. Among these distinctions was the
differentiation between suffering in general and suffering
unto death in a theological sense, and the difference
between viewing suffering as redemptive (in the Catholic
sense) and viewing suffering as redeemed but open to
participation (in a Reformed sense). I have argued that a
more complete knowledge of redeemed suffering in
addition to advances in and commitments to palliative
care and hospice would go a long way in reducing the
temptation for euthanasia. In the second section, in
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framing the question of redeemed suffering as it relates
to the terminally ill, I sought to include opposing voices,
engaging in debate over general reasons behind support
or opposition to euthanasia, giving ample space to review
both secular and Roman Catholic challenges to the
practice; challenges which historically formed the
foundation for Reformed reactions to euthanasia. In the
third section I summarized the contemporary stance of
the Presbyterian Church (USA) on the subject of
euthanasia and attempted to expose its flaws in terms of
its ambiguities and quick embrace of proportionalism,
which in my understanding is contrary to the bulk of its
own tradition. Last, I examined theological resources
typically held in high regard in the Reformed tradition:
The New Testament, the writings of the sixteenth century
reformer, John Calvin, and writings of the contemporary
Reformed theologian, Karl Barth, and attempted to show
a proclivity in these sources to support life, reject
casuistic approaches to suicide, and form a foundation
for the concept of suffering unto death and participation
in Christ’s redeemed suffering.
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Position Statement On Euthanasia
by Presbyterians Pro-Life

For He must reign until He has put all His enemies
under His feet. The last enemy to be destroyed is death.
I Corinthians 15: 25,26
[Death] has been destroyed in such a way as to be no
longer fatal for believers, but not in such a way as to
cause them no trouble. [T]he sword of death used to be
able to pierce right to the heart, but now it is blunt. It
wounds still, of course, but without any danger; for we
die, but, in dying, we pass over into life. John Calvin
Does not wisdom call out? Does not understanding
raise her voice? For whoever fails to find me harms
himself; all who hate me love death.”
Proverbs 8: l, 35, 36

a great wickedness before our Heavenly Father because
each man and woman has been made in His image.5 The
Sixth Commandment condemns not only the directly
intended taking of innocent human life, whether our own
or another’s,6 but also the “neglecting or withdrawing the
lawful or necessary means of preservation of life.”7
Today there are mounting pressures upon medical
professionals, pastors, families, and individuals to hasten
the death of those under their care or authority. Such
hastening sometimes takes the form of direct action, such
as a lethal injection. It may also take a passive form in
neglect or withdrawal of the necessary means of
preservation of life. Such means include medical
treatment, both extraordinary and ordinary. But they also
include basic provisions normally understood as care:
warmth, cleanliness, food, water, and love.

Scripture Is Our Authority
Christians have, for two-thousand years, recognized
Scripture as the final authority in all matters of
controversy1 and have appealed to its authority with the
same words which their Master frequently used when He
taught His disciples: “It is written....”2 Our own
Reformed tradition has confessed through the centuries
that the Bible is our only infallible rule of faith and
practice.3
Scripture teaches that human beings are the crown of
God’s creation,4 and that the murder of a human being is
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Christians
Must
Distinguish
“Treatment” and “Care”

Between

Christians must distinguish between “treatment” and
“care.” Where medical treatment which is not gravely
burdensome is necessary for an individual to continue to
live, the withdrawal of such treatment—except in cases
where death is imminent and inevitable and to continue
such treatment would pose a grave risk or cause more
burden to the patient than it would alleviate—is a
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violation of the image of God which all men and women
bear.

death is the terrible moment “after [which comes] the
judgment.”22

Loving care for all members of the human community is
a fundamental Christian teaching and an obligation of
Christian discipleship.8 Therefore it ought never to be
withheld. This includes providing liquids and nutrition
through spoon-feeding or tubes where the patient is
unable to take them by another manner. Withholding
such necessary means for the preservation of life must,
therefore, stand under Scripture’s condemnation,9 even in
case of those who are perpetually comatose.

Yet as followers of Jesus Christ we cling to our hope that
the Holy Spirit has given us a lively faith in our precious
Lord, and that through His blood our sins will be
forgiven and we will be welcomed into His glorious
presence where there “is fullness of joy [and]...pleasures
for evermore.”23

Christians Should Act To Alleviate Suffering,
But Not At Any Cost
Christians should also ensure that members of the human
community are upheld with the warmth and love of
human contact. Christians follow their Master in humbly
serving those who suffer and acting to alleviate their
suffering. We recognize, however, that suffering is not to
be avoided at any cost,10 especially if the cost is either
our own or the patient’s breaking of the Sixth
Commandment. Scripture teaches that affliction often
produces spiritual growth and holiness.11 Such spiritual
fruit is far more valuable in God’s eternal economy than
those commodities so frequently mentioned by
proponents of “quality of life” ethics such as selfdetermination and autonomy.12
People who ask to be killed, to be assisted in suicide, or
to have actions taken which will hasten their death,
frequently do so out of a misguided desire not to burden
others. Regrettably they are often pressured in this
direction by talk of “quality of life” and “death with
dignity.”13 Such individuals, though, are best helped by
a simple warm embrace and other visible demonstrations
of our love and affection for them. We need to reassure
them by expressing our desire that they live here with us
until God Himself, in His sovereign will,14 intervenes to
take them, those who belong to Him, to live in His house
forever.15 Jesus warned we would be judged on the basis
of our ministry to “the least of these my brother.”16 How
much more weighty is our responsibility when “the least
of these” are our own family members,17 especially our
mothers and fathers.18

Good Death Is Natural Death In Christ
We urge all followers of the Lord Jesus Christ to
approach death with the recognition that the only “good
death” is the natural death of a man or woman, boy or
girl, who is “in Christ.”19 Although for Christians “to die
is gain,”20 death itself will never cease being our “last
enemy.”21 Furthermore, for those who don’t believe,
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Appendix
Since I am coming to that holy room,
Where, with thy quire of Saints for evermore,
I shall be made thy Music; as I come
I tune the instrument here at the door,
And what I must do then, think here before.
John Donne
O cross that liftest up my head,
I dare not ask to hide from Thee;
I lay in dust life’s glory dead,
And from the ground there blossoms red
Life that shall endless be.
George Matheson
They, then, who are destined to die, need not be careful
to inquire what death they are to die, but in what place
death will usher them.
St. Augustine
O Heavenly Father, who didst bless Thine aged
servants Simeon and Anna, suffering them to behold
with their eyes the Savior of the world and to see Thy
salvation; bless, we humbly pray Thee, this Thy servant
in his later days. Give him a clear knowledge of his
Savior, and a sure faith in that Savior’s merits and
sacrifice. Let not his mind be clouded over with doubts
or darkness. May his path be as the shining light which
shineth more and more unto the perfect day. May his
end be calm and blessed. Suffer him not at the last from
any pains of death to fall from Thee. Guide Thou him
through the valley of the shadow of death. And may he
pass joyfully from the weakness and weariness of this
mortal life to a blessed rest; for the sake of Jesus Christ
our Lord. Amen.
Scottish Book of Common Order; Prayer for the Aged
Who has believed our message and to whom has the
arm of the LORD been revealed? He grew up before
him like a tender shoot, and like a root out of the dry
ground. He had no beauty or majesty to attract us to
him, nothing in his appearance that we should desire
him. He was despised and rejected by men, a man of
sorrows, and familiar with suffering. Like one from
whom men hide their faces he was despised, and we
esteemed him not. Surely he took up our infirmities and
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carried our sorrows, yet we considered him stricken by
God, smitten by him, and afflicted. But he was pierced
for our transgressions, he was crushed for our
iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was
upon him, and by his wounds we are healed. We all,
like sheep, have gone astray, each of us has turned to
his own way; and the LORD has laid on him the
iniquity of us all. He was oppressed and afflicted, yet he
did not open his mouth; he was led like a lamb to the
slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is silent,
so he did not open his mouth. By oppression and
judgment he was taken away. And who can speak of his
descendants? For he was cut off from the land of the
living; for the transgression of my people he was
stricken. He was assigned a grave with the wicked, and
with the rich in his death, though he had done no
violence, nor was any deceit in his mouth. Yet it was the
LORD’s will to crush him and cause him to suffer, and
though the LORD makes his life a guilt offering, he will
see his offspring and prolong his days, and the will of
the LORD will prosper in his hand. After the suffering
of his soul, he will see the light [of life] and be
satisfied; by his knowledge my righteous servant will
justify many, and he will bear their iniquities. Therefore
I will give him a portion among the great, and he will
divide the spoils with the strong, because he poured out
his life unto death, and was numbered with the
transgressors. For he bore the sin of many, and made
intercession for the transgressors.
Isaiah 53

Therefore, since Christ suffered in his body, arm
yourselves also with the same attitude, because he who
has suffered in his body is done with sin. As a result, he
does not live the rest of his earthly life for evil human
desires, but rather for the will of God.
I Peter 4:1, 2
1. Matthew 22:23-33; Acts 17:11; II Timothy 3:14-17; II Peter 1:19-21;
Book of Confessions: 3.20; 5.013; 6.008; 6.010; 6.174
2. Matthew 4:4,6,7,10; Luke 19:46; Mark 7:6
3. Book of Confessions: 5.002; 6.052; 7.113; Book of Order: G-2.0400
4. Psalm 8:5; Matthew 6:26; 12:12
5. Genesis 1:27; 9:6
6. Book of Confessions: 4.105; 4.106; 7.245
7. Book of Confessions: 7.246; 4.107
8. I Timothy 5:4-8; James 1:27
9. Exodus 20:13; Matthew 25:31-46; James 2:14-17; Book of Confessions
7.246
10. James 5:10,11; Isaiah 53; Matthew 27:34; Romans 8:17,18; Philippians
3:10
11. Lamentations 3; Romans 5:3-5; Colossians 1:24
12. Hebrews 5:8; James 5:10; I Peter 4:1,12-16
13. Job 2:9
14. Deuteronomy 31:14; Job 14:5; Matthew 24:42-44; Luke 2:26-32;
James 4:13,14
15. Luke 23:43; John 14:1-6; II Corinthians 5:6-8
16. Matthew 25:31-46
17. I Timothy 5:8
18. Exodus 20:12; Deuteronomy 5:16; Ephesians 6:2
19. Romans 6:23; 8:1,38,39; I Corinthians 15:22; I Thessalonians 4:16
20. Philippians 1:21
21. I Corinthians 15:25,26
22. Romans 14:10; Hebrews 9:27
23. Psalm 16:11

Reprinted with permission.

I Want To Burden My Loved Ones
by Gilbert Meilaender
Recently I was a speaker and panel member at a small
educational workshop on “advance directives” sponsored
by the ethics committee of our local hospital. The
workshop was an opportunity to provide information
about, and discuss the relative merits of, living wills and
durable powers of attorney as different ways of trying
to deal in advance with medical decisions that might
have to be made for us after we have become
incompetent. This is not the first such workshop for me,
and I suppose it may not be the last. And I was struck, as
I have been before, with the recurrence of a certain
theme.
Many people come to such a workshop already quite
knowledgeable about the topic to be discussed. They
come less for information than for the opportunity to talk.
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Some earnestly desire the chance to converse about a
troubling issue; a few just want to express themselves. In
either case, however, it is remarkable how often they
may say something like the following: “I’m afraid that if
my children have to make decisions about my care, they
won’t be able to handle the pressure. They’ll just argue
with each other, and they’ll feel guilty, wondering
whether they’re really doing what I would want. I don’t
want to be a burden to them, and I will do whatever I can
in advance to see that I’m not.” And after someone has
spoken words to this effect, there will be a chorus of
assent from the people who, evidently, share the
speaker’s view.
Now, of course, we can in many ways understand and
appreciate such a perspective. None of us wishes to
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imagine his children arguing together about who really
knows best how he should be treated (or not treated). We
hate to think that our children’s last thoughts of us would
be interwoven with anger at each other, guilt for their
uncertainty about how best to care for us, or even
(perhaps) a secret wish that we’d get on with the dying
and relieve them of this burden.
Nonetheless, as the workshop wore on, I found myself
giving it only a part of my attention, because I couldn’t
help musing on this recurring theme. Understandable as
it surely is in many respects, there is, I am convinced,
something wrong with it. I don’t know how to make the
point other than a little too crassly—other than by saying
that I want to be a burden to my loved ones. But, rightly
understood, I think I do.
The first thought that occurred to me in my musings was
not, I admit, the noblest: I have sweated in the hot sun
teaching four children to catch and hit a ball, to swing a
tennis racket and shoot a free throw. I have built blocks
and played games I detest with and for my children. I
have watched countless basketball games made up
largely of bad passes, traveling violations, and shots that
missed both rim and backboard. I have sat through years
of piano recitals, band concerts, school programs—often
on very busy nights or very hot, humid evenings in late
spring. I have stood in a steamy bathroom in the middle
of the night with the hot shower running, trying to help a
child with croup breathe more easily. I have run beside a
bicycle, ready to catch a child who might fall while
learning to ride. (This is, by the way, very hard!) I have
spent hours finding perfectly decent (cheap) clothing in
stores, only to have these choices rejected as somehow
not exactly what we had in mind. I have used evenings to
type in final form long stories—longer by far than
necessary—that my children have written in response to
school assignments. I have had to fight for the right to eat
at Burger King rather than McDonald’s. Why should I
not be a bit of a burden to these children in my dying?
This was not, I have already granted, the noblest thought,
but it was the first. And, of course, it overlooks a great
deal—above all, that I have taken great joy in these
children and have not really resented much in the litany
of burdens recited above. But still, there is here a serious
point to be considered. Is this not in large measure what
it means to belong to a family: to burden each other—
and to find, almost miraculously, that others are willing,
even happy, to carry such burdens? Families would not
have the significance they do for us if they did not, in
fact, give us a claim upon each other. At least in this
sphere of life we do not come together as autonomous
individuals freely contracting with each other. We simply
find ourselves thrown together and asked to share the
burdens of life while learning to care for each other. We
Presbyterians for Faith, Family and Ministry

may often resent such claims on our time and energies.
We did not, after all, consent to them. (Or, at least, if we
want to speak of consent, it will have to be something
like that old staple of social-contract theorists, tacit
consent.)
It is, therefore, understandable that we sometimes chafe
under these burdens. If, however, we also go on to reject
them, we cease to live in the kind of moral community
that deserves to be called a family. Here more than in
any other sphere of life we are presented with unwanted
and unexpected interruptions to our plans and projects. I
do not like such interruptions any more than the next
person; indeed, a little less, I rather suspect. But it is still
true that morality consists in large part in learning to deal
with the unwanted and unexpected interruptions to our
plans. I have tried, subject to my limits and weaknesses,
to teach that lesson to my children. Perhaps I will teach it
best when I am a burden to them in my dying.
This was my first thought. It led to a second. Perhaps it is
a good thing, lest we be tempted to injustice, that the
dying burden the living. Some years ago Robert Burt
wrote a book about medical decision-making for
incompetent patients. The book’s title was Taking Care
of Strangers. Burt’s point, which carried a double
entendre, was essentially this: Patients who are unable to
make decisions for themselves are often in a state (e.g.,
severely demented, comatose) in which they become
strangers to us. They make us uneasy, and we react with
ambivalence. And to say, “I’ll take care of him” about
such a patient may be a statement freighted with
ambivalence. Burt worries that, no matter how devoted
our care, our uneasiness with a loved one who has
become a stranger to us may prompt us to do less than
we ought to sustain his life. (Nor, should we note, are
physicians immune to such uneasiness.) It is, therefore,
essential that we structure the medical decision-making
situation in such a way that conversation is forced among
the doctor, the medical caregivers, the patient’s family,
and perhaps still others, such as pastor, priest, or rabbi.
Advance directives, designed to eliminate the need for
such extended conversation—lest it should burden loved
ones—are, from this perspective, somewhat problematic.
They may not force us to deal with our own ambivalence
in “taking care of” a loved one who is now a burdensome
stranger.
This does not mean that advance directives are entirely a
bad idea. It does suggest, however, that a durable power
of attorney for medical care—in which we simply name
a proxy to make decisions in the event of our
incompetence—is better than a living will in which we
attempt to state the kinds of treatment we would or would
not desire under a variety of medical circumstances. At
this point in my life, for example, I would surely turn
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over to my wife my power of attorney. In doing so I
simply announce to medical caregivers: “Here is the
person with whom you must converse when the day
comes that you cannot talk with me about my medical
care.” I myself do not particularly like the recently
fashionable attempts to combine the two forms of
advance directives by naming a proxy and giving that
proxy as much detail as possible about what we would
want done. That move—though, again, it will be seen as
an attempt to avoid burdening the loved one who must
make such decisions—may not, in any case, accomplish
our aim. What it commits us to is an endless, futile
search to determine what a now-incompetent person
would wish. Still more important, it is one last-ditch
attempt to bypass the interdependence of human life, by
which we simply do and should constitute a burden to
those who love us.
I hope, therefore, that I will have the good sense to
empower my wife, while she is able, to make such
decisions for me—though I know full well that we do not
always agree about what is the best care in end-of-life

circumstances. That disagreement doesn’t bother me at
all. As long as she avoids the futile question, “What
would he have wanted?” and contents herself with the
(difficult enough) question, “What is best for him now?”
I will have no quarrel with her. Moreover, this approach
is, I think, less likely to encourage her to make the moral
mistake of asking, “Is his life a benefit to him (i.e., a life
worth living)?” and more likely to encourage her to ask,
“What can we do to benefit the life he still has?” No
doubt this will be a burden to her. No doubt she will bear
the burden better than I would. No doubt it will be only
the last in a long history of burdens she has borne for me.
But then, mystery and continuous miracle that it is, she
loves me. And because she does, I must of course be a
burden to her.
Gilbert Meilaender is on the editorial and advisory board
of First Things Journal. Reprinted with permission from
First Things Journal, March 2010, No. 201, p. 25-26;
originally published First Things Journal, October 1991.
www.firstthings.com.

What Was Lost:
A Christian Journey Through Miscarriage
by Elise Erikson Barrett
We have reprinted with permission a section of one chapter of What Was Lost: A Christian Journey Through Miscarriage,
by Barrett. We encourage readers to share this book with study groups and parents who have lost a child before birth. A
Methodist minister, Rev. Barrett’s experience and seeking after God will open the door to healing in many lives.

The complicated questions of cause and effect can haunt
you. If God is the one who creates, the one who crafts
humans, who dreams up babies, then what do we do with
pregnancies that are so improperly formed that they
cannot survive? On the other hand, if we chalk up the
“mistakes” to nature or biology, then what happens to
our claims that God has made us purposefully and
carefully, endowing us with particular gifts and
particular characteristics?

On the other hand, I was horribly suspicious of God. I
did not trust this God, the same God I’d followed across
the country to seminary, who had apparently allowed
(caused?) my pregnancy to end. Because, it seemed to
me, there were three options: (a) God didn’t care one
way or the other about embryonic life; b) God was
powerless to stop the miscarriage, to heal the developing
fetus; or (c) God willed the miscarriage to happen. None
of these options was comforting.

I found myself paralyzed by these questions. In the heart
of a community that was saturated with God-talk, I found
myself torn between two impulses. On the one hand, I
desired God desperately. I wanted comfort. I wanted
assurance, and I wanted to pray, to feel connected to the
Maker of all things.

I wanted to start at the beginning, and because I was in
school, where my only job was to read, write, and talk
about God, I wanted to look at these questions
objectively, just as if I were doing research for a paper. I
didn’t realize it as fully as I might have, but I was
channeling a great deal of my grief into this project. I
took on what seemed to be the easiest question to answer
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first. Did God care one way or the other about this tiny
baby-to-be I’d lost? Did it matter to God? Or was I
overreacting—was it silly to imagine that God might
care about a seven-week-old fetus, when God was
dealing with much more tragic losses all over the world
at every moment?
I started with Scripture, and I began by searching for
places where the Bible mentions life before birth.
Almost the first thing I found was Psalm 51:5, “Indeed, I
was born guilty, a sinner when my mother conceived
me.” Sinful from conception? Then, dear God what was
going to happen to this tiny conceptus?
Haunted by this prayer from the Psalms, I started looking
for help doing research—although, as I realize now, I
longed for help processing my loss, looking for
reassurance that despite David’s lament in Psalm 51,
another chapter would appear in the story about this little
life I’d lost.
We had daily services of morning prayer and three
chapel services weekly while I was in school. At one of
those weekly chapel services, Communion was served.
A couple of weeks after I returned to school, I attended
chapel and received Communion feeling painfully empty,
and afterward I marched up to the altar. The academic
dean, a beautiful spirit with spectacles and a shiny bald
head and a habit of singing in his office, often stood at
the altar after Communion, beaming on all and sundry
and handing out the remaining Communion bread in big,
sweet chunks as we filed past on our way back to
classes. I approached him and spilled out the story of my
loss severely, speaking too quickly, trying to pretend that
it was all academic. “And I was wondering what
Scripture passages you might recommend.” I continued,
“that make reference to the personhood of the fetus.” I
remember that he looked at me gravely, and I suddenly
felt transparent, felt as though he could see my raw grief
and anger, and it irritated me. But he answered as I’d
asked saying, “The Psalms, and of course Jeremiah as
well.” I nodded curtly and stalked out of the chapel,
thinking, “Right, the Psalms, they’ve certainly been
helpful so far. And anyway, those are nothing but
prayers, they’re not systematic at all!” I wanted a line I
could point to that said, “God cares about your baby, and
will take care of the child you lost.” I wanted Scripture
to answer my questions on my terms. But the Scriptures
remained interested in telling stories instead—the stories
of other people’s groping and grasping for God, hearing
a word of piercing clarity, and then wandering in exile
for decades. The Scriptures didn’t tend to create neat
little systems to explain how the world works. And just
then, I was in the mood for explicit answers, not mystery.
Grudgingly, I turned back to Psalms anyway. And here,
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in this collection of prayers that have been offered by
God’s people alone and in community, at home and at
worship, over hundreds of years in vastly different
circumstances, I found several other references to life in
the womb. Yes, there was Psalm 51, but there were also
Psalms like Psalm 22, which says, “From birth I was
cast upon you; from my mother’s womb you have been
my God” (Ps 22:10 NIV). The wicked are wayward from
the womb (Ps. 58:3). And those who come forth from
their mother’s wombs are brought forth by God (Pss.
22:9; 71:6). Despite the unpleasant irony of God
knitting together tiny persons in wombs (does God drop
stitches?), the writers of the Psalms clearly expressed
that God was in some sense involved and interested in
life in utero, in the mysterious space between initial
creation and bringing forth of new life.
Ultimately, however, it was in scriptural story that I
found a word that began to make a difference to me.
What I discovered was a word about vocation, or
calling. We all too often define “vocation” as “my job”
or “a career I’d like to have.” But the roots of this word
are in the Latin vocare, or “voice.” A voice names us,
calls us by our true name, calls us forth to do and be
what we were meant to do and be from our life’s
beginning. The word has historically been used for
religious vocations—one might talk about having a
vocation to be a priest or a nun—but it has become
popular again in recent years, thanks in part to
reflections on the nature of modern ministry and books
like Rick Warren’s The Purpose-Driven Life. At its
core, however, the word describes the intersection
between the Creator’s will and the creature’s lived
identity. God creates and calls us to be a certain one; we
learn to listen to that Voice, learn to live into that
particular identity.
It is in this place of vocation—God’s voice calling
creatures to claim their particular identity and their
unique place in the work of creation—that I found
another scriptural witness to God’s interaction with those
who live in the confines of the womb. There are various
examples. In Genesis, God speaks to Rebekah about the
twins she is carrying, and says, “Two nations are in your
womb, and two peoples born of you shall be divided; the
one shall be stronger than the other, the elder shall serve
the younger” (Gen. 25:23). This isn’t just fortune-telling;
this is God naming womb-babies personally, marking
them by their character and their future. Surely, at the
very least, this indicates God’s knowledge of persons
while they are still in the womb.
The prophets, too, had a strong sense of God creating
them purposefully and giving them their vocation from
the time of their mother’s pregnancies. Isaiah says that
God has “formed me in the womb to be his servant, to
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bring Jacob back to him, and that Israel might be
gathered to him” (Isa. 49:5), while Jeremiah quotes God
as saying, “Before I formed you in the womb I knew you,
and before you were born I consecrated you; I appointed
you a prophet to the nations” (Jer. 1:5). Even before
sperm and egg had joined to create zygote, God “knew”
Jeremiah. Jeremiah, a particular, individual, human
being, is known by God and set apart by God before his
heart beats for the first time, before his fingers separate
or his eyelids blink. Before he has a tongue, he has a
vocation to speak God’s truth to a jaded, indifferent
world. God’s goals for us, our “ends,” are connected
inextricably to our very beginnings.

Finally, and perhaps most powerfully, in my reading of
Scripture I realized that those still in the womb are part
of God’s story in an active way. Prebirth, precognitive
little womb-dwellers are active in the story of God’s
salvation, active in the story of God transforming a fallen
world. Remember the story of the pregnant Elizabeth
meeting her pregnant cousin Mary?
In those days Mary set out and went with haste to a
Judean town in the hill country, where she entered the
house of Zechariah and greeted Elizabeth. When
Elizabeth heard Mary’s greeting, the child leaped in
her womb. And Elizabeth was filled with the Holy
Spirit and exclaimed with a loud cry, “Blessed are
you among women, and blessed is the fruit of your
womb. And why has this happened to me, that the
mother of my Lord comes to me? For as soon as I
heard the sound of your greeting, the child in my
womb leaped for joy.”
I brooded over this story. A fetus, an unborn child, is
one of the very first to recognize the unborn Jesus and to
respond with joy. John the Baptist, in utero, before he
can think abstractly or speak or clasp his hands or nurse,
recognizes Mary as the mother of the fetal Christ. Alone
in that mysterious bath of amniotic fluid, connected to
adult community only by an umbilical cord, surrounded
by the muffled sounds of his mother’s body and shifting
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light and shadow, John perceives the presence of Jesus
Christ, God in flesh. The two are separated by mere
inches of body and clothing as the mothers draw near to
one another. How does a fetus know that he is in the
presence of the living God—the living God who is selfbound in that body and being of an even younger fetus,
contained in the living body of his mother? John knows
immediately what hundreds of grown humans have
missed—the people pushing by Mary on the street, the
friends she has played with, the parents who gave her
birth—that he is in the presence of God in fetal flesh.
And his joy translates itself to his mother, causing her to
pay attention to the coming of the Messiah as well. John
is one of the first evangelists, and he declares the good
news by leaping in the womb waters to say, “Look!
There he is!” Even before his birth, John the Baptist is
pointing to the Messiah, fulfilling his ultimate vocation.1
These prayers, these narratives, these events underscore
that even though Scripture doesn’t have a nice little
dissertation laid out for us, Scripture is clear. Life in the
womb matters to God. Life doesn’t start being valuable
or interesting or important only after the transition from
inside another body to outside occurs. Life before birth,
whether its implications are good or bad, does matter to
God. And not only does it matter to God, God is involved
in this prebirth life in real and fundamental ways.
Although we may not understand it well, embryonic life
is still life lived fully in the presence of God.
1. I wonder if there is a hint here that perhaps those who live in
the space before birth have ways of relating to God that are not
available to the rest of us.
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